Clinical research activities are subject to various federal and state regulations as well as local policies, standards, and procedures.

Do you know how to easily locate core clinical research policies, standards, and procedures that pertain to your scope of work and location?

**CRSO Policy Matrix**

We have updated the SOM CRSO policy webpage to include a *Policy Matrix* that identifies core clinical research policies, standards, and procedures that pertain to UNC-Chapel Hill (“University”) and UNC Health to make it easier for clinical research personnel to find and review relevant information.

The policies, standards, and procedures are organized by the following headers: type, functional area, title, applicability, and responsible unit. You can browse the matrix or narrow your search by filtering on the headers or searching by keywords. A good way to start is to search the matrix by keyword – if you add the word “billing” to the search bar, the matrix displays any policies, standards, or procedures that include “billing” in the header text. You may also search the University Electronic Policy Repository or UNC Health Policy Stat directly via the direct links included.

**Your feedback is important!**

If you have any questions or concerns about a specific policy, please reach out to the Responsible Unit or Issuing Officer listed within the document. If you have general UNC-Chapel Hill policy questions, please contact the [Office of Ethics and Policy](#).

If you have recommendations for how to make the CRSO policy webpage or *Policy Matrix* more useful, please research out to the [CRSO](#).